We propose the concept of an opinion model for interactive multimodal services and apply it to an audiovisual communication service. First, psychological factors of an audiovisual communication service were extracted by using the semantic differential (SD) technique and factor analysis. Forty subjects participated in subjective tests and performed point-to-point conversational tasks on a PC-based video phone that exhibited various network qualities. The subjects assessed those qualities on the basis of 25 pairs of adjectives. Two psychological factors, i.e., an aesthetic feeling and a feeling of activity, were extracted from the results. Then, quality impairment factors affecting these two psychological factors were analyzed. We found that the aesthetic feeling was affected by IP packet loss and video coding bit rate, and the feeling of activity depended on delay time, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and video frame rate. Using this result, we formulated an opinion model derived from the relationships among quality impairment factors, psychological factors, and overall quality. The validation test results indicated that the estimation error of our model was almost equivalent to the statistical reliability of the subjective score. key words: quality of service, subjective assessment, semantic differential technique, factor analysis
model expressed on a multidimensional quality scale for interactive multimodal services and apply it to an audiovisual communication service. Using our concept, we evaluate psychological factors and express the overall quality using psychological factors even if the overall quality is the same. That is, we can properly design applications and networks taking into account these psychological factors.
First, we analyze and determine the relationship between psychological factors that represent the richness and quality impairment factors for an assessment of interactive multimodal services. We conducted subjective quality experiments based on the semantic differential (SD) technique [2] to investigate the relationship. The SD technique can measure sensory impressions for an individual. As a result, we found that two psychological factors, i.e., an aesthetic feeling and a feeling of activity, were extracted. We showed that the aesthetic feeling was affected by IP packet loss and video coding bit rate, and the feeling of activity depended on delay time, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and video frame rate. In addition, we formulate an opinion model using the psychological factors. Then, we demonstrate that overall audiovisual quality as it affects communication services can be expressed by two psychological factors and estimated with sufficient accuracy. Finally, the validation test results indicated that the estimation error of our model was equivalent to the statistical reliability of the subjective score.
There have been some studies of psychological factors that affect high-quality audio [3] and video [4] , [5] . These studies have focused on single-modal, i.e., audio or video, services. Little is known about psychological factors for multimodal services. The psychological impressions of oneway audiovisual perception have been studied [6] , but those for an audiovisual communication service have not. An opinion model for an audiovisual communication service has never been studied.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We propose the concept of an opinion model for interactive multimodal services in Sect. 2. A method of performing subjective quality experiments is described in Sect. 3. Psychological factors in an audiovisual communication service are extracted using the SD technique and we determine the relationship between these psychological factors and quality impairment factors in Sect. 4. We apply the concept to an audiovisual communication service by formulating factor scores with quality impairment factors in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6, we summarize our findings and suggest possible Copyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers directions for future studies.
Proposal of Opinion Model for Interactive Multimodal Services

Conventional Opinion Model
A computational model that estimates the overall communication quality using a combination of quality factors is called the "opinion model."
The "E-model" [7] standardized as ITU-T Recommendation G.107 is a typical example of the opinion model for telephone services. The E-model is based on the concept that the amount of psychological degradation can be accumulated on a psychological scale. The E-model takes as inputs 20 parameters that represent the terminal, network, and environmental quality factors. Its output is called the R-value, which is a psychological scale that acts as an index of overall quality.
Because this model assumes only conventional telephone services, however, it can not evaluate the overall audiovisual communication quality taking into account images. In addition, it can not represent the characteristics of high-quality services determined by the contribution of individual psychological factors that form the overall audiovisual quality. Therefore, we introduce psychological factors into the model. Figure 1 shows the concept of the opinion model for an audiovisual communication service targeted in this study. The model first takes as input the physical features such as codec and coding bit rate in accordance with the system requirements and service tasks of audiovisual communication service. The features are quality factors that represent the terminal, network, and environmental characteristics, and some of them are the same as input parameters to the Emodel. Using the physical features, it then computes the perceptual quality index (e.g., noisy is computed from the video codec, coding bit rate, frame rate, packet loss, and so on.) Finally, it computes psychological factor indices using perceptual quality indices (e.g., aesthetic feeling is computed from noisy, blurry, and so on). Each psychological factor index expresses how users are impressed by the systems and/or tasks that they can perform. Finally, it outputs an overall quality index using these psychological factor indices.
Concept of Proposed Model
Since the quality evaluation score is affected by the interactivity of communication services, the opinion model should be adapted for different types of interactivity. We propose adaptively optimizing our computational models according to the communication purpose such as chatting or holding a business meeting, when calculating the psychological indices and the overall quality index. Since the model can describe the characteristics of the service from various psychological viewpoints, a service planner can, for example, design various service qualities while keeping a constant overall quality taking into account the intentions of the users; he/she can understand in detail the strong and/or weak points, which are based on the psychological human feelings, of the communication services.
In the following sections, we formulate an opinion model for an audiovisual communication service applying this concept and validate the model using verification data.
Subjective Quality Experiments
Subjective quality experiments were conducted using a point-to-point audiovisual communication service to determine the relationship between psychological factors and quality impairment factors and that between psychological factors and overall audiovisual quality.
Experimental Setting
We built a system for a point-to-point audiovisual communication service using personal computers. G.722 and MPEG4 were used for audio and video coding, respectively. Packet loss concealment algorithms were not used for audio and video. A 10-inch image of the conversational partners was displayed on a 17-inch PC monitor. Microphones and headphones were used for audio input and output, respectively. The ambient noise was set to about 35 dB (A), the background room illumination to about 500 lux, and the viewing distance to 50-80 cm. The experimental parameters were video coding bit rate, video frame rate, video packet loss rate, audio packet loss rates, and one-way absolute transmission delay (audio and video were synchronized), as shown in Table 1 . The number of test conditions, which are the combinations of parameters in Table 1 , was 46.
Task
It is known that the quality evaluation score in a conversational experiment is affected by the conversation task. In this investigation, we thought that a free conversation was important as the first target as well as E-model, and used the Name-Guessing Task defined in ITU-T Recommendation P.920 [8] in which subjects were required to guess the name of an object, such as furniture or food and freely talk about the question. The duration of a conversation was 60 s per condition. The interactivity of conversation in this task was similar to that of a free conversation.
Rating Scales
For subjective quality assessment, overall audiovisual quality was first evaluated using a five-grade quality scale (Table 2). Then, using the SD technique proposed by Osgood [2] , the subject's impression of an audiovisual communication service was evaluated on the basis of 25 pairs of bipolar adjectives on a seven-grade comparison scale (Table 3) . Rating scales and adjectives are given in Japanese.
The following procedures were conducted for selecting adjective pairs. First, 45 adjective pairs were selected by 7 experts who were directly concerned with multimedia quality assessment as part of their work. Next, by conducting preliminary experiments we selected 25 adjective pairs that We added margins of +3 to −3 to the scores of each comparison scale obtained by the subjective quality experiment to express positive and negative impressions, respectively.
Subjects
Forty subjects, who had the ability to use the Internet, aged 20 to 39, participated in the experiment. They were nonexperts not directly concerned with multimedia quality as part of their work, and therefore not experienced assessors.
Analysis of Psychological Factors
Applying factor analysis to the subjective experimental data, we extracted two psychological factors. We then determined the relationship between psychological factors and quality impairment factors.
Psychological Factors
First, we verified that the scores of adjective pairs for each condition have a standard normal distribution at a 5% significance level using the D'Agostino-Pearson test. This result indicated the score of the adjective pair can be expressed by the mean value.
We applied a factor analysis using Varimax rotation to scores of adjective pairs and obtained two psychological factors. As a result, psychological factors were divided as shown in Table 4 . The first factor, with a 54.3% contribution, can be interpreted as an aesthetic feeling because adjective pairs such as quiet-clamorous, clear-cloudy, delicate-rugged and distinctdull had high loadings. The second factor, with a 36.5% contribution, can be interpreted as a feeling of activity because adjective pairs such as dynamic-static and fast-slow had high loadings. The name of each psychological factor was determined based on these adjective pairs. Because these two factors account for 90.8% of the psychological impression of an audiovisual communication service, they are extremely important factors for assessing service quality.
Relationship between Psychological Factors and Quality Impairment Factors
We assumed that the two psychological factors are independent and examined the relationship between these factors and quality impairment factors. The two most popular methods for estimating factor scores are those of Thomson's regression method [9] and Bartlett's weighted least squares method. Here we use Thomson's regression method:
where f ik is a factor score, a i j is the transposed matrix of the factor loads of an adjective pair, x jk represents subjective experimental data standardized so that the mean value is set to 0, the standard deviation is set to 1, i specifies a factor, j specifies an adjective, k is the number of conditions, and n is the number of adjectives. The overall quality and factor scores plotted against each quality impairment factor are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 , calculating the slope and correlation of all lines, aesthetic feeling was not affected by frame rate and delay because the slope of frame rate was small, delay was not linearly correlated, and feeling of activity was not affected by audio packet loss because the slope of audio packet loss was small. In an aesthetic feeling, factor scores of video packet loss, audio packet loss, and video coding bit rate decrease monotonically as the MOS decreases, and in a feeling of activity, factor scores of frame rate, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and transmission delay decrease monotonically as the MOS decreases. We found that aesthetic feeling was affected by IP packet loss and video coding bit rate, and the feeling of activity depends on delay time, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and video frame rate. The relationship between psychological factors and the quality impairment factors is shown in Table 5 .
Factor Score Estimation for Each Psychological Factor
In Sect. 4, we showed that an audiovisual communication service could be described by two psychological factors, which are users' impressions of such services. This section describes the determination of the relationship between overall quality and psychological factors, which is necessary to establish the opinion model for an audiovisual communication service, taking into account psychological aspects. First, we show that overall quality can be expressed based on two psychological factors. Then, we propose an opinion model derived from the relationship among quality impairment factors, psychological factors, and overall quality.
Overall Quality Estimation Using the Psychological Factors
We assume that the MOS, which expresses overall quality, can be formulated by a linear combination of the two psychological factor scores of an aesthetic feeling (S 1 ) and a feeling of activity (S 2 ). Applying multiple regression analysis [10] , we obtained the following regression equation with S k (k = 1, 2) as explanatory variables and the MOS as a criterion variable.
The coefficient of determination (R 2 ), which indicates the explanation rate of the variation in the explanatory variables, was 0.949, indicating that a linear combination of these two factor scores can explain the overall quality. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) result also supports this conclusion. Partial regression coefficients were significant at the 1% level, so S k (k = 1, 2) and the constant term were all indispensable terms in Eq. (2) . The relationship between the subjective MOS and the estimated MOS obtained by using the model shown in Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 3 . The figure indicates that the proposed model estimated the overall quality with sufficient accuracy.
Factor Score Estimation Using the Quality Impairment Factors
Factor score estimation is performed as follows. We estimate factor scores of an aesthetic feeling (S 1 ) and a feeling of activity (S 2 ) from quality impairment factors. First, we estimate the factor scores from each quality impairment factor shown in Step 1. The equations in Step 1 mean that each quality impairment factor affects aesthetic feeling or feeling of activity. Second, we estimate the factor scores of audio, video, and delay using multiple regression analysis, where the criterion variable is the factor score and the explanatory variables are the equations obtained from Step 1 and their linear interaction shown in Step 2. The equations in Step 2 mean that audio, video, and delay affect aesthetic feeling or feeling of activity. Third, we estimate the factor score using multiple linear regression analysis, where the criterion variable is factor score and the explanatory variables are the equations of each medium obtained from Step 2 and their linear interaction shown in Step 3. The equation in Step 3 means that aesthetic feeling and feeling of activity are affected by quality impairment factors that are relevant to each feeling. In Steps 2 and 3, we chose the terms that satisfy the 1% significance level.
In our experimental analysis, first, we estimated the factor score of aesthetic feeling (S 1 ) applying the above steps to quality impairment factors (audio packet loss Pa, video packet loss Pv, and video coding bit rate Br) which are relevant to an aesthetic feeling.
Step 1 
Step 2
Step 3 
where a 1m , b 1m , c 1m (m = 0, . . . , 3), α 1 , β 1 , γ 1 , and δ 1 are constants and positive real numbers, and V 1 (Br, Pv) means a video quality parameter that affects the aesthetic feeling. Second, we estimated the factor score of a feeling of activity (S 2 ) from quality impairment factors (video packet loss Pv, video coding bit rate Br, frame rate Fr, and delay D), which are relevant to a feeling of activity, using the above steps.
Step 3
where a 2n , b 2n , c 2n (n = 0, . . . , 4), α 2 , β 2 , and γ 2 are constants and positive real numbers, and V 2 (Br, Pv, Fr) means a video quality parameter that affects the feeling of activity.
The estimated factor scores of on aesthetic feeing and a feeling of activity are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 where the coefficients of determination were 0.906 and 0.920, respectively. The factor scores calculated using Eqs. (8) and (15) were at the 1% significance level using ANOVA. Partial regression coefficients were significant at the 1% level. When free conversation is the communication mode in an audiovisual communication service, factor scores of an aesthetic feeling and a feeling of activity can be expressed based on quality impairment factors. The feeling of activity would be affected increasingly by delay, in such a case, because the degradation received from the delay increases when a highly interactive conversation is conducted. Verification of other tasks, such as highly interactive conversation, is for further study.
Overall Quality Estimation Using the Quality Impairment Factors
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (15) into Eq. (2), we can estimate overall quality (MOS) from quality impairment factors. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The coefficient of determination was 0.883, the 95% confidence interval for the subjective MOS was 0.249, and the root mean square error (RMSE) was 0.221. Since the estimation error of the proposed model is almost equivalent to the statistical reliability of the subjective score, we can say that overall audiovisual quality can be estimated from quality impairment factors.
Validity of the Proposed Model
We validate the proposed model using verification data. Table 6 shows the verification test conditions. The test evaluated 82 conditions, which were combinations of the parameters in Table 6 . The coefficients of the model used in the test were the same as described in Sect. 3. Task and rating scales used in the test were the same as determined in Sect. 3. We used forty subjects who were different from those in Sect. 3.4. The estimation accuracy of the model is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Since the cross-correlation coefficient was 0.864, the 95% confidence interval for the subjective MOS was 0.281 and the RMSE was 0.258, overall audiovisual quality can be estimated by the proposed model with sufficient accuracy.
Conclusion
We proposed the concept of an opinion model that takes into account psychological factors for interactive multimodal services. We then applied the concept to an audiovisual communication service and derived an opinion model that estimates the overall audiovisual quality.
First, we found that the major psychological factors in an audiovisual communication service are an aesthetic feeling and a feeling of activity. The relationship between these psychological factors and quality impairment factors was also determined. The aesthetic feeling is affected by audio packet loss, video packet loss, and video coding bit rate. The feeling of activity depends on frame rate, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and transmission delay.
Then, we showed that overall audiovisual quality can be estimated based on these two psychological factors. After that, we formulated an opinion model for an audiovisual communication service using factor scores calculated from quality impairment. Finally, we validated the model based on subjective testing. The relationship between psychological factor and MOS when packet loss concealment algorithms are used is not verified by conducting an experiment. Verification of these conditions is for further study.
We believe that our study provides a basis for an opinion model such as the E-model for interactive multimodal services. The proposed model can be applied to design applications and networks taking into account psychological factors for various service scenarios. For instance, we can maintain a high level of aesthetic feeling for Internet shopping by controlling the video coding bit rate and audio/video packet loss. For business conferences, transmission delay, video packet loss, video coding bit rate, and video frame rate should be set appropriately to improve the feeling of activity.
The following issues call for further study. If we used packet loss concealment, the other video codec or conversational task, the relationship between feeling and them is different because quality degradation is different from above results. Because our model is applicable only to the same environment, we have to prepare the coefficient tables for each environment or change our model a little. The conventional targets of quality assessment have been point-to-point communications. With the advent of high-speed wired and wireless networks, multiparty communication services, such as instant messaging, teleconferencing, and distributed collaboration services, are being deployed. Such services are multipoint (users are geographically dispersed), real-time, and interactive. A lot of problems remain for the study of psychological factors in analyzing such services. The important issues in evaluating the quality of multiparty services are the heterogeneous communication environments of the users and synchronization.
